Effect of bad collocation of wing tag on feather amelanosis, heterophil-to-lymphocyte ratio, fluctuating asymmetry, and tonic immobility duration in white-faced black spanish hens.
The purpose of the present study was to analyze the effects of bad collocation of the wing tag on feather amelanosis, the heterophil-to-lymphocyte ratio, fluctuating asymmetry, and tonic immobility duration at 140 d of age in hens from the White-Faced Black Spanish breed. A total of 52 females were used. There was a significant difference (P < 0.05) for the heterophil-to-lymphocyte ratio and the tonic immobility duration between groups of females with bad or good collocation of the wing tag, with the ratio being higher and the duration being longer in the former group. Females with bad collocation of the wing tag had significant heterophilia and lymphopenia (P < 0.05). There was a significant difference (P < 0.05) in the fluctuating asymmetry of the middle and hind toe lengths, the combined asymmetry of the 4 toes, the fluctuating asymmetry of the earlobe area, and the combined asymmetry of toe and leg lengths and earlobe and wattle areas, with the asymmetry of birds with bad collocation of the wing tag being larger than that of birds with good collocation of the wing tag. Results indicate that bad collocation of the wing tag negatively affects measures of stress, such as the heterophil-to-lymphocyte ratio, fluctuating asymmetry, and tonic immobility duration.